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actually

corresponds

and his account of his dream establishes what the content of his dream was2

would establish for certain that someone actually dreamt what he says he dreamt; 

2 Dreaming
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9

entails that what one has dreamed is logically determined by what one says he has 

there is no sense to asking whether an account corresponds

his account is right or wrong

adds that the adoption of a new criterion of dreaming would necessarily introduce 
 

“a new concept in which the notions of location and duration in physical time 

during 
before

decide to do anything nor 
find out dream
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suggests that REM researchers might be so succesful that science would reach  

which we might hope some day to translate predict from 

generalized

ability to cure the dream-amnesiac

not stop here:

  Ibidem
modest success in translating

Journal of Neuro-
physiology Idem

Journal of Neurophysiology Idem
Journal of Neurophysiology

op. cit.
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22

 
a wide range of objects and concepts which they used to build up a database for each 

current

really dreamt 

that many people admitted that the reproductions of the Catcher allowed them to 

Neuron
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Nature
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If I say I did not
24

situations in which we do not remember
misremembered 

a dream:

25

lead us to introduce a new criterion according to which dream reports may be 

A last night because the 

really

26

while he looked at still images representing 

or subjects should should appear 

correspond – albeit more or less blurry – to the image the cat or the subject should 

because they knew which is the image they should

dream content should
that researchers would reproduce a dream content that may or may not tally with 

24 Philosophical Investigations PI
25 PI
26

The Journal of Neuroscience
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Malcolm referred to four radical conceptual changes which would take place if 

informed on waking up that they had dreamt or not – instead of 
29

if

for then it would appear that our ostensible remembering that we dreamt such-and-such could be 

then it may be that we are always only under the illusion

always

I would like to add that they should be informed of the content of their dreams 

27 Dreaming
 Ibidem

29 Ibidem
op. cit.
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The third conceptual change Malcolm refers to is the possibility for there 

this is just the high price Malcolm has to pay for staunchly clinging to the dream 

to measure short distances with a ruler or a tape measure and later learn how 
scientists measure immense
the child could and should

A while the Catcher 
showed he had dreamed B

 See Idem Dreaming
 Idem

op. cit
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problem from a different standpoint by considering not criteria certainties

that reach their highest degree of intensity and dramatism just when we wake 

encierro
 

 
can’t call into 

objectively certain

my recollection on a second telling and did not make the slightest reference to the 
encierro told that I had had a pleasant dream in which I was lying in hammock 

encierro 

forget my encierro

 In the face of a long-standing philosophical tradition which regarded knowledge as the 

categories OC

OC -

OC
OC logically

(OC
our grammar’

OC



convince
encierro

 

encierro nightmare upon 

convince 
encierro

current language-game of dream-telling 

they might persuade
picture
us with a deeper understanding of the origin of all our dreams by showing that 

dream itself
by researchers could be neither right nor wrong

might be assimilated as certainties after an adaptation 

 PI
On Certainty

OC
OC

wrong

that its output is right
wrong entails that it cannot be right
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It might be objected that dreams of the kind of the encierro nightmare are not 

encierro nightmare because it clearly illustrates 

but what the Catcher dictates completely regardless of whether its output tallies 
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Putnam wants to stress the authority of the scientist – that is why he slides from  
42

to refut

which we distinguish between true and false (OC
40 Analytical Philoso-

phy

42 op. cit.
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